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iit TECHNOLOGY AMBIT

IIT Technology Ambit tries to identify emerging technologies, contemporary research, and start-ups born
out of the IIT ecosystem. The analysis of the impact of these developments is done to assist the Tech
Sphere of India and beyond to keep pace with the latest.
We actively look forward to contributions from all stakeholders of all IITs.
By stakeholders, we refer to the trinity of alumni, professors, and students of IITs.

about this edition
The February issue is very special to us. We had an opportunity to interview many esteemed alumni for
this issue.
Firstly, we feel proud to present an interview with Dr. D Subbarao, the ex-Governor of RBI, a retired IAS
Officer and an alumnus of IIT KGP. He holds an Economics Master’s Degree from Ohio State University
and was awarded the Humphrey Fellowship at MIT. He shares with us his wisdom on topics ranging from
technology adoption in RBI, capitalism, happiness, life and future challenges for technocrats.
Then we have Utkarsh writing about the emergence of Generative Adversarial Networks (GANs) in the
domain of Deep Learning. With the promise of being one of the best generative models to date, GANs
have become an active area of research for the entire Deep Learning Community.
Next up, we have Astha’s piece discussing technology developments in the Indian defence sector. She also
compiles the recent acquisitions done by the Indian Armed Forces. The article also compares our level of
technology to that of other countries of interest.
Next, we have Shail writing about Itilite, a startup found by IIT KGP and IIT Delhi alumni. Itilite has
created a SaaS-based platform for solving the issues related to corporate travel or business trips in other
words. Things can get even more interesting given the recent funding of $4mn that Itilite has received from
Matrix Partners.
Lastly, we have Aritra talking about Sensitel Inc., a Santa Clara CA based tech startup. It was found by
Mr. Ray Sikkaan, alumnus of IIT KGP. Sensitel is a leading provider of cloud-based integrated sensing,
monitoring, and tracking services that enable intelligent decision-making using the internet of things and
data analytics.
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From the tech GOSPEL
Aye, I’m the Tech Gospel, a magnanimous preacher of the Philosophy of Technology. Magnanimity is personified in me by the
fact that I will ignore your ineptitude towards ruminating on the
Philosophy of Technology or rather in the concept of philosophy
itself.
In the last issue, we had looked at the interaction of technology
and science with society. But now we’ll have a change of taste
from this point onwards.
In the next few issues, I would like to let the readers know about
some significant science and technology discoveries that ancient
Indians have given to this world.
In this issue, we will specifically look at India’s contributions to
mathematics.
The first ancient Indian discovery that comes to mind is that of
‘0’. It is one of the most important inventions of all time. Mathematician Aryabhata was the first person to create a symbol for
zero and it was through his efforts that mathematical operations
like addition and subtraction started using the digit zero. The
concept of zero and its integration into the place-value system
also enabled one to write numbers, no matter how large, by using
only ten symbols.
Next in line comes the invention of the decimal system. India
gave the ingenious method of expressing all numbers by means
of ten symbols – the decimal system. In this system, each symbol
received a value of position as well as an absolute value. Due to
the simplicity of the decimal notation, which facilitated calculation, this system made the uses of arithmetic in practical inventions much faster and easier.
Indians, as early as 500 BCE, had also devised a system of
different symbols for every number from one to nine. This notation system was adopted by the Arabs who called it the hind
numerals. Centuries later, this notation system was adopted by
the western world who called them the Arabic numerals as it
reached them through the Arab traders.
That’s all for this issue. Tune in next month to know more about
ancient India’s contributions to science and technology.
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The RBI ex-Governor’s take on
technology:

An interview with
Dr D Subbarao

“The 22nd Governor of Reserve Bank of India (2008-2013), Dr. Subbarao,
completed his B.Sc in Physics from IIT Kharagpur and M.Sc in Physics from IIT
Kanpur. He topped the Civil Services Examination in 1972, becoming one of the
first IITians to do so! He also holds an Economics Master’s Degree from Ohio State
University and was awarded the Humphrey Fellowship at MIT. As the Governor of
RBI, Dr. Subbarao was extremely crucial in guiding India through the 2008 Global
Financial Crisis. He has also published a book in 2016 - “Who Moved My Interest
Rate?: Leading the Reserve Bank of India Through Five Turbulent Years”.
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The 16th Annual Alumni Meet at the Indian Institute
of Technology, Kharagpur. The atmosphere is a big
dose of nostalgia with a pinch of curiosity for the
alumni. “Does Cheddis still exist?” asks the lean
gentleman from the ‘79 batch, who also happens
to be the CTO of a multi-national firm. He smiles
in reminiscence of the 3 AM memories he’s had
in that place. “These lanes weren’t there during
our times”, remarks an alumna from the ‘94 batch
staring down the complete stretch of The Scholars’
Avenue as if in search of her college self. In more
hushed corners of the Technology Guest House,
the Tech Ambit team waits excitedly for the man
of the hour - Dr. Duvvuri Subbarao.
The ex-Governor of RBI, a retired IAS Officer,
an Indian Economist, and a Central Banker, Dr.
Subbarao arrives in a black suit, but his personality
embellished more by his aura than by the attire.
Not long after greetings and introductions, we
found ourselves walking briskly to his room where
this interview was to take place. He opens our
conversation with words of appreciation for IIT
Tech Ambit and sits down with us to chat about
technology adoption in RBI, capitalism, happiness,
life and future challenges.
Following is an edited transcript of the conversation:

Q. Do you think that over the last few

centuries, capitalism and technology have
become quite inseparable? How can we
shape a better future knowing that research
and technology are oriented towards money
mindedness?
Dr. Subbarao: I’m not sure that a question like
this is amenable for a binary answer. If you look
at technology in the larger sense, I could certainly
say that innovation is the driving force of human
civilization. Capitalism is, after all, the pursuit of
self-interest which contributes to collective societal
welfare and innovation is certainly a motivator. As
Adam Smith said, “It is not from the benevolence
of the butcher, the brewer, or the baker that we
expect our dinner, but from their regard to their
own interest.” Capitalism has been a very positive
force.
Although one may argue that recent developments
in technology - the digital revolution, the third
wave or whatever you wish to call it - has created
a ‘winner takes all’ atmosphere or ‘The Network
Effect’ whereby inequalities have widened all over
the world. Even in India, technology is not the
actual culprit. It’s got more to do with ‘how’ we
handle technology. So, I don’t think we should
throw the baby out with the bathwater.

A recent trend that has become
Q.How does the advent of technology Q.
noticeable is that research in natural
and research effect, either directly or
indirectly, the policy-making at RBI?

Dr. Subbarao: There’s practically no human
endeavor that is not influenced by technology.
Everything that the RBI does is certainly
influenced by research and technology. In order
to do what it does - that is policy-making in the
real world - RBI has to understand the sociological
and economic dynamics that are evolving in
societies, communities, families, and individuals.
Monetary policy, management of the external
sector, financial inclusion, payment systems are
all influenced by technology. Today, due to the
Aadhar technology integrated with smartphones
you can transfer money from one phone to another
just by a virtual account. This puts India way ahead
of other countries in terms of financial inclusion
and a lot of this is primarily due to technological
advancements.
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sciences like physics, chemistry etc has
become less appealing to students. They are
generally drawn towards more financially
rewarding fields like machine learning,
robotics, artificial intelligence etc. What
kind of impact do you think this trend will
bear?
Dr. Subbarao: I must say that I was not aware
that research in more frontier fields like artificial
intelligence and machine learning is edging out
interests in more fundamental sciences. I certainly
believe that science and technology have to go
hand in hand. You need to do fundamental research
in basic sciences in order to drive technology and
those technological developments have to show
avenues where science can focus. I find the current
trend, if true, to be regressive and disappointing.
However, some correction will automatically take
place and opportunities will open up there too,
because there is an equilibrium that has to be
maintained for progress.
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Q. Do

you believe that technological
advancements today are leading to a
happier life and a happier future?
Dr. Subbarao: This question is again not amenable
to a simple answer. All of the human progress
has been driven by an aspiration for happiness.
Religions, social orders, family systems are all in
some sense a pursuit of happiness but its always
been an elusive goal. Technology has certainly
improved convenience in day-to-day life, has
eliminated lots of diseases, increased the longevity
of life but still, a lot of people are unhappy. There
is no correlation between wealth, capital income
and mental happiness.
We have a very compartmentalized view of what
technology is, depending on where we are coming
from, our experiences and exposure. If you are
coming from a hospital, you would think of
technology in terms of healing whereas if you come
from a computer laboratory you would think of
technology as hardware capabilities to supplement
AI.

Q. What message do you have for today’s
young technocrats?

Dr Subbarao: I have come across some debate
recently, about what should be the goal of a company
or a corporate structure. If you go to an economics
7

class or a finance class they tell you that the goal
is to make money for the shareholders. Milton
Friedman, the winner of 1976 Nobel Memorial
Prize in Economic Sciences, the leading economist
of the 20th century said that any corporation that is
concentrating on any objective other than making
profits is wasting its time. Everything else is taken
care of by other people. But today we believe that
it is misguiding for our times and that companies
and entrepreneurs should be looking at goals
beyond their immediate money-making motto.
They should be thinking about what contribution
they are making to the society and that should be
the guiding spirit especially for those coming from
our premier institutions like IITs.
My only advice is that you should focus on problems
that have a more immediate impact on society. Be
demand driven rather than supply driven. Identify
problems prevailing in the country and apply
solutions that are appropriate for our economic
structure and our way of living. For instance, in this
‘Industrial revolution 4.0’ there are people who
claim that machine learning, robotics, and artificial
learning are going to take away jobs from people
as it is replacing our mental abilities. It should be
your goal to manage this challenge and prove them
wrong.
IIT Technology Ambit heartily thanks Dr. Subbarao
for his time and kind encouragement. We sincerely
hope that his ideologies can come of help to the
readers and society as a whole.
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Images genrated using the CELEBA- HQ database.

The emergence of
Generative Adversarial
Networks (GANs)
-Utkarsh Sinha, 4nd year UG,
ECE Department, IIT KGP
Introduced in 2014 by Ian Goodfellow, GANs have taken the Deep Learning
Community by storm. GANs are based on an interesting game-theoretic framework
of a two-player mini-max game. Being one of the best Deep Generative Models
with exciting applications makes GANs a domain of extensive research and thought
leadership. This article is meant for readers having a basic understanding of machine
learning and probability theory.
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These GANs transform images from one domain (say real
scenery) to another domain (Monet paintings or Van Gogh)

An introduction to Deep Generative
Models:
A Deep Generative Model is a powerful way
of learning any kind of data distribution using
unsupervised learning and it has achieved
tremendous success in just a few years. All types
of generative models aim at learning the true data
distribution of the training set so as to generate
new data points with some variations. But it is not
always possible to learn the exact distribution of
our data either implicitly or explicitly and so we
try to model a distribution which is as similar as
possible to the true data distribution.
The promise of deep learning is to discover rich,
hierarchical models that represent the probability
distributions over the kinds of data encountered in
artificial intelligence applications, such as natural
images, audio waveforms containing speech, and
symbols in natural language corpora. So far, the
most striking successes in deep learning have
involved discriminative models, usually those that
map a high-dimensional, rich sensory input to a
class label. These striking successes have
primarily been based on the backpropagation and
dropout algorithms, using piecewise linear units
which have a particularly well-behaved gradient.
Deep Generative Models have had less of an
impact, due to the difficulty of approximating many
intractable probabilistic computations that arise
9

in maximum likelihood estimation and related
strategies, and due to the difficulty of leveraging the
benefits of piecewise linear units in the generative
context.
GANs sidestep the difficulties faced by traditional
Deep Generative Models and deliver outstanding
results. Owing to this, GANs along with Variational
Auto-Encoders (VAEs) are the most efficient Deep
Generative models to date.

The GAN Framework:
GANs combine concepts of Game Theory and
Deep Neural Networks.
The basic idea of GANs is to set up a game
between two players. One of them is called the
generator. The generator creates samples that
are intended to come from the same distribution
as the training data. The other player is the
discriminator. The discriminator examines samples
to determine whether they are real or fake. The
discriminator learns using traditional supervised
learning techniques, dividing inputs into two
classes (real or fake). The generator is trained
to fool the discriminator. We can think of the
generator as being like a counterfeiter, trying to
make fake money, and the discriminator as being
like police, trying to allow legitimate money and
catch counterfeit money. To succeed in this game,
the counterfeiter must learn to make money that
is indistinguishable from genuine money, and the
iit Technology Ambit / FEBRUARY 2019

generator network must learn to create samples
that are drawn from the same distribution as the
training data.
The two players in the game are represented by
two functions, each of which is differentiable both
with respect to its inputs and with respect to its
parameters. The discriminator is a function D that
takes x as input. The generator is defined by a
function G that takes z from a latent noise function
as input. Both players have cost functions that
are defined in terms of both players’ parameters.
Because each player’s cost depends on the other
player’s parameters, but each player cannot control
the other player’s parameters, this scenario is most
straightforward to describe as a game rather than
as an optimization problem. The solution to an
optimization problem is a (local) minimum, a point
in parameter space where all neighboring points
have greater or equal cost. The solution to a game
is a Nash equilibrium.
This game is, in fact, a two-player mini-max game.
We need to minimize the cost function over the
generator and maximize over the discriminator.

The applications of Deep Generative
models:
One might legitimately wonder why generative
models are worth studying, especially generative
models that are only capable of generating data
rather than providing an estimate of the density
function. After all, when applied to images, such
models seem to merely provide more images,
and the world has no shortage of images. There
are several reasons to study generative models,
including:

the world and hypothetical actions an agent might
take as input. The agent can query the model with
different potential actions and choose actions that
the model predicts are likely to yield a desired
state of the world. Another way that generative
models might be used for reinforcement learning
is to enable learning in an imaginary environment,
where mistaken actions do not cause real damage
to the agent. Generative models can also be used
to guide exploration by keeping track of how
often different states have been visited or different
actions have been attempted previously.
Finally, many tasks intrinsically require the realistic
generation of samples from some distribution.
Examples of some of these tasks that intrinsically
require the generation of good samples using
GANs include:
- The suggestion of merchandise based on celebrity
pictures has been popular for fashion bloggers
and e-commerce. PixelDTGAN creates clothing
images and styles from an image.
- The creation of super-resolution images from
a lower resolution. This is one area where
GAN shows impressive results with immediate
commercial possibility.
- Text to image is one of the applications of a
domain-transfer GAN. We input a sentence and
generate multiple images fitting the description.
- Repairing of images has been an important subject
for decades. GAN is used to repair images and fill
the missing/obscure part with generated “content”.
- Active research is also going on in the direction
of video generation and music generation from
given videos and music respectively.

GAN issues and ongoing research:

Training and sampling from generative models
is an excellent test of our ability to represent
and manipulate high-dimensional probability
distributions.
High-dimensional
probability
distributions are important objects in a wide variety
of applied math and engineering domains.

Even after being backed by the exciting theory of
adversarial learning and game theory, GANs are
yet to address some major practical issues. Some
of the critical issues that have become interesting
fields of research in the Deep Learning community
are:

Generative models of time-series data can be used
to simulate possible futures. Such models could be
used for planning and for reinforcement learning
in a variety of ways. A generative model used for
planning can learn a conditional distribution over
future states of the world, given the current state of

- Mode Collapse: It is one of the most popular
problems that is currently being worked upon by
GAN researchers. The issue lies in the fact that
GANs tend to converge after learning only one/
or a few modes of the given distribution. A mode
is a maxima of the given probability distribution.
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Learning only a few modes of the
given distribution leads to a reduction
in the diversity of the generated
samples. There is a trade-off between
image diversity and image quality that
researchers are currently trying to
overcome.
- Non Convergence: The Nash
Equilibrium solution of the zero-sum
game can’t be reached in all cases
by the Gradient Descent Algorithm.
Many a time the model parameters
oscillate, destabilize and never
converge.
- Vanishing Gradient: If the
discriminator gets too successful in the
beginning then the generator gradients
vanish and hence the generator learns
nothing.
- Overfitting: It may also happen that
the Generator overfits on the training
dataset. In the overfitting scenario
the generator does not add stochastic
changes to the produced samples and
rather simply copies the training data
set.

Towards the automatic Anime characters creation
with Generative Adversarial Networks

The addressal of these issues has led
to the development of a lot of variants
built on top of the vanilla GAN.
Notably, WGAN, DCGAN, Unrolled
GAN, and MGGAN are some of the
successful variants. Google Brain,
Facebook AI Research and renowned
professors from top universities are
putting their minds into this. With
the impact that GANs can have, this
research is something cool to look out
for!
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Technology and India’s
Defence

Astha Jakher, 2nd year student,
HSS Department, IIT Kharagpur

“The Indian Army is the third largest army in the world in terms of the sheer number
of personnel. But are we technologically as adept as others? It’s a question we
innocuously ponder over. We can only assimilate the facts on India’s and other
countries’ defence technology. With the recent tension in the air, this is something
that all Indians interested in technology should be aware of.”
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Struggles on border
On 14 February 2019, a convoy of vehicles
carrying security personnel on the Jammu Srinagar
National Highway was attacked by a vehicle-borne
suicide bomber at Lethpora (near Awantipora) in
the Pulwama district, Jammu and Kashmir, India.
Forty CRPF personnel died on spot.
On 10 February 2018, at pre-dawn, Jaish-eMohammed fidayeen attacked an Indian Army
camp in Sunjuwan, Jammu. 11 soldiers, 4 attackers
and 1 civilian were killed and 20 injured including
14 soldiers, five women, and a child.
On 2 January 2016, an attack was launched on
Pathankot Air Force Station, part of the Western
Air Command of the Indian Air Force by terrorist
organizations based in a neighboring country. Four
attackers and two security forces personnel were
killed in the initial battle and after 17 hours of
ceasefire violations, the toll raised to 6.

The necessity of defence research
While a population of crores locks down their
doors at night, Indian Army has always stood
guarding the open borders and vindictive regions
in Kashmir. The weather conditions and the
unfamiliar terrains around these areas have also
raised the death toll of soldiers who make a
choice of leaving behind comfortable lifestyles.
13

The temperatures in the areas where forces are
deployed go less than -4 degree centigrade. ‘The
Wire’ specifically talks about how the weaponry
used is often old and outdated. The Indian Army
is the third largest army in the world in terms of
the sheer number of personnel. According to the
‘Observer Research Foundation’, this description
obfuscates the fact that it is not as powerful as one of
the world’s largest armies. Its capacity to undertake
military operations optimally in the multi-domain,
technology-dominated battlefield of the future is
questionable. The Indian Army essentially remains
a force largely organized, equipped and trained to
fight wars of the past. Having said that, it is not
as if the Army cannot carry out its role and tasks
successfully if it is provided the requisite means to
do so. And so, it seems almost imperative that the
Army be modernized expeditiously if it has to be
prepared to take on the security challenges of the
future.

A technological study of other armies
China has increased its activity in the Tibet
Autonomous Region and near Doklam tri-junction.
They’ve been heavily investing in modernization
of army and retouching the technology invested on
their weapons and war strategies. The surveillance
techniques have shown considerable improvement
iit Technology Ambit / FEBRUARY 2019

and the rapid implementation of AI models in
defence areas that have set them a foot ahead of
us.
US Army is actively working on creating robots that
will be capable of dismantling the rocket bombs.
They also envision a kind of portable nuclear
reactor that could move with units and provide
all the power needs for a remote military base,
eliminating the need to transport lots of fuel and
maintain long supply lines to keep a base fueled up.
The Russian Army designed Poseidon to bypass
American missile defenses and blow up coastal
targets. The company responsible for making small
arms for them is now making drones that crash into
their targets and explode.
Despite being in a geographically and politically
challenging position, the Israeli Army has relied
on the foundations of flat hierarchy and innovation
to counter their challenges. Software by BioCatch
- an Israeli company that’s in collaboration with
the Israeli Army - checks more than 500 biobehavioral, cognitive and physiological parameters
to create unique user profiles for visitors of banking
and eCommerce sites, distinguishing between
regular users and criminal users.
Pakistan, though technologically behind us, has
seen rapid rise in militant groups which puts us at
threat of further attacks.
The best time is now.

India’s defence research status
DRDO has recently carried out a successful test
for ‘Rustom 2’, which was being developed on the
lines of predator drones of the US to carry out
surveillance and reconnaissance (ISR) roles for the
armed forces with an endurance of 24 hours. Rustom
2 is capable of carrying different combinations of
payloads like synthetic aperture radar, electronic
intelligence systems, and situational awareness
payload. This is marked as significant progress
on the grounds that we’ve heavily depended on
imports till now for the drones.
The Indian Navy has inaugurated the Integrated
Automatic Aviation Meteorological System
(IAAMS) at INS Garuda and INS Parundu. IAAMS
is working on the modernization of meteorological
14

infrastructure of 9 Naval Air Stations (NAS)
by bringing accuracy in the weather monitoring
mechanism of the Indian Navy. This means that
the accidents and mishaps in navigation that are
faced by our Navy would go down significantly.
Hindustan Aeronautics Ltd has also contributed
significantly to defence research since 1964. It
follows DRDO in the level of contribution dedicated
to defence research. Recently, it has successfully
flown the home-made 5.8-tonne Light Combat
Helicopter with its own automatic flight control
system for the first time. This helicopter can be
an important asset to IAF, once its production is
scaled up after solving some current issues.
Alpha Design Technologies Ltd. has signed a ₹45crore deal with the Ministry of Defence to supply
the Army with indigenous simulators for gunnery
and missile firing from BMP II vehicles. The Navy’s
third state-of-the-art Scorpene class submarine,
INS Karanj, was also launched in Mumbai recently.
Another key move post the Doklam crisis was the
setting up of an institutional mechanism called
the Defence Planning Committee (DPC) under
the chairmanship of National Security Advisor
Ajit Doval and having the Foreign Secretary, the
Chairman of chiefs of staff committee and chiefs of
the Army, Navy and the Air Force as its members.
The DPC has been tasked to make an “action plan”
to effectively deal with various security challenges
facing the nation and prepare drafts of national
security strategy and doctrines.
Considering the rising turbulence in the Indian
Ocean, the second Offshore Patrol Vessel (OPV)
was built by the Larsen and Toubro Shipyard near
Chennai recently. This will be deployed by the
Indian Naval Forces. A Survey Training Vessel
is also being procured to augment the Navy’s
growing hydrographic needs in ports, harbors, and
exclusive economic zones. Indian Navy has been
undertaking the hydrographic survey for a number
of friendly nations in the Indian Ocean and beyond.
The Defence Ministry has recently given the
final approval for the procurement of 131 Barak
missiles for the Navy and 240 precision-guided
munitions (PGM) for the Indian Air Force (IAF),
estimated together at ₹1,714 crore. The precisioniit Technology Ambit / FEBRUARY 2019

guided weapon is called KAB-1500, which is a
laser-guided bomb and is for use on IAF’s Sukhoi
Su-30MKI fighter jets. It is designed to destroy
ground targets such as railway lines, ammunition
depots, bridges, military facilities, and ships. The
bomb’s warhead weighs 1100 kilograms. The
bomb has folding fins that allow it to maneuver
while being guided to the target. 131 Barak Missiles
are surface-to-air missiles that are designed to be
used as a shipborne anti-missile defence system.
Most of the Navy’s ships will be equipped with the
missile system.
Low-Intensity Conflict Electronic Warfare System
is being procured from M/s Bharat Electronics
Limited for Rs 470 crore. This system will equip
Indian Army with upgraded communications
infrastructure to effectively deal with advanced
communications systems being used by terrorist
groups.
Efforts are being made to improve the training
sessions of personnel and this has inspired several
efforts from authorities. The P-8I Training
Solution accurately simulates P-8I aircraft and
mission systems. It will help Indian Navy train and
realistically rehearse for sophisticated missions
involving the P-8I aircraft, all at a fraction of the
cost of live aircraft training.

of fighters and a pressing need to upgrade the
Indian Air Force, Prime Minister Narendra Modi
intervened and decided to buy 36 “ready-to-fly”
fighters instead of trying to acquire technology
from Dassault and make it in India. The twin-engine
Rafale combat jet is designed from the beginning
as a multi-role fighter for an air-to-air and air-toground attack. It is nuclear-capable and its onboard
Electronic Warfare (EW) systems can also perform
reconnaissance and radar jamming roles. At a point
where rather than having the techniques to build
these instruments in future, we’re becoming mere
consumers of defense goods, it becomes imperative
to not neglect this sphere of advancements.
Though the government has emphasized private
firms and public-private partnerships, the Indian
defence industry continues to be dominated by
the public sector. The Defence Ministry stumbles
over promoting the private sector, which is still
restricted to only 26% in the defence production
sector. This is definitely a sector where “Make in
India” can really make a difference.

And finally, BMP-2 is being procured for Indian
army’s mechanised infantry and other arms and
services at an estimated cost of ₹1125 crore from
the Ordnance Factory Board (OFB).

The issues of defence imports
Technological Advancements in Indian Army are
listed on the bucket-list of every government.
However, in most situations, the immediate
impulse of our authorities is to import the readymade weaponry and combat instruments rather
than actively engaging in technology exchange and
prioritizing research in defence. A stark example
of this was the controversy over the Rafale Deal.
The step was needed to upgrade India’s aging fleet.
The original plan was that India would buy 18 offthe-shelf jets from France’s Dassault Aviation,
with 108 others being assembled in India by the
state-run Hindustan Aeronautics Limited or HAL
in Bangalore. Faced with the dipping number
15
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ITILITE: A SaaS platform to
manage business travel

-Shail Daswani, 3rd year UG,
AGFE, IIT Kharagpur

“Solving the corporate travel issues faced by both companies and their employees,
ITILITE was founded in 2017 by Mayank Kukreja, an alumnus of IIT Delhi and
IIM Ahmedabad, and Anish Khadiya, an IIT Kharagpur and IIM Lucknow alumnus.
The Bengaluru-based B2B SaaS travel startup has raised $4.2 Mn (INR 30 Cr) in
a Series A round of funding led by Matrix Partners and others. Existing investor,
Ashish Gupta, founder of Helion VC, also participated in the round.”
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IITs and the Startup Culture
Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) were globally
ranked fourth for educating students who went
on to create billion-dollar startups, says a report
by Sage, a U.K-based accounting software firm.
12 out of 189 founders of billion-dollar startups,
known as unicorns, went to one of India’s 23 IITs.
India, as a country is standing at the forefront of a
technological revolution, and these tech startups
are at the epicenter of this revolution. The growth
of the startup scene should go as far as 2,000+
new startups created each year by 2020, and job
creation from these entrepreneurs go from 65-75k
as of today to 250-300k by 2020.
The impact of such an effective system can be
clearly observed by looking at the hiring statistics.
IITs recently ended the first phase of the final
placements (2018-19) on a high note, with more
than 3000 jobs being offered in the first three days,
apart from recording a 10-15 percent rise in the
average CTC (Cost to Company) being offered.

The issues in corporate travel:
The techniques of managing businesses are
changing drastically. According to a recently
concluded survey, most of the startups believe
that business travel is a factor in their company’s
growth and that they’d almost always prefer to
close important deals in person, even if it meant
they had to travel to do so. Executives feel that
video and phone calls are often poor replacements
for more impactful in-person connections.
17

Apart from getting crucial feedback and in-person
connections, business travel is also an important
parameter for retaining employees. It helps the
employers to make sure that millennials are
putting in the energy and passion required in their
respective jobs. Nearly 40% of Millenials now say
they categorically wouldn’t take a job that didn’t
allow them to travel.
With the number of startups at an all time high, and
increased VC funding, we’ve observed aggressive
hiring over the last few years leading to swelling
burn rates. Add to that the cost of business travel,
it becomes very difficult for early stage startups
to survive if their employees burn money in their
business trips.
This is where the Corporate Travel Management
industry steps in, but the traditional model has
narrowed its goal on cutting costs at the expense
of traveler satisfaction, transforming the business
trip from an exciting time into a dreaded source
of employee frustration and a top cause of tension
with management.
The Business Travel Market size is expected to reach
$1.7 trillion by 2023, registering a CAGR of 4.1%
from the current $1.3 trillion valuation. Substantial
development of the travel & tourism sector has
fostered the demand for business travel. Client
meetings, brand & product promotions, business
expansion, employee training, and incentives are
some of the activities involved in business travel.
Frequent corporate domestic and international
trips have supplemented the corporate travel
market growth. All this said and done, it cannot be
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denied that helping save companies cut corporate
travel costs can easily be morphed into a business
model for another company!
In the following sections, we talk about a startup
founded by 2 IIT alumni that implements a
unique model of incentivization and AI-powered
algorithms, to reduce corporate travel cost for
companies while making booking experience
seamless and transparent.

ITILITE: The SaaS based end-to-end
travel management platform
Employees often see a significant experience gap
between the consumer travel arrangements that
they make on personal travel and their companies’
legacy travel solutions. Because of this, more and
more employees get frustrated and try to book
outside of the company’s policy and tools while
booking business travel. This is leading to travel
stpend that’s exceedingly difficult for companies to
accurately monitor and manage.
Through a model that incentivizes employees for
saving on their travel expense, ITILITE helps to
bring down the overall travel cost for companies.
Its AI-powered algorithms also help control costs
by predicting the expense for every trip.
Most of the travelers are estimated to spend
over an hour on booking a trip. By the time an
employee has searched, applied all the filters he/
she needs, and cross-checked prices on consumer
sites, he/she has wasted too much time booking a
trip instead of excelling at the role they were hired
for. The actions need to be quick and the UI must
be flawless so that the total time is significantly
reduced. ITILITE has done exactly the same and
has been able to reduce the total time to around
90 seconds!
ITILITE was founded by Mayank Kukreja, an
alumnus of IIT Delhi and IIM Ahmedabad, and
Anish Khadiya, an IIT Kharagpur and IIM Lucknow
graduate, in 2017.
“Cost, Convenience and Control, these are the
three golden value propositions of our product ”,
said Mayank over a phone call. He added, “Cost,
by incentivizing the employees to save money
for the company. Second is Convenience, by
personalizing the entire cycle, the overall process
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becomes much faster. The third one is Control,
which means that even though the system is
operated by the employee, the policies are already
set in such a manner that the trip lies inside the
travel policy of the company and all the data is
recorded instantaneously”.

Personalization
Through its intelligent platform, ITILITE learns
employee preferences and delivers personalized
recommendations to the employee. This is like
having a smart travel assistant capable of instant
response. When you surf any B2C travel site, it
only knows who you are. It can give you travel
recommendations based on your previous visits to
the place. But in a B2B setting, let’s suppose that
an employee is visiting Mumbai for the first time,
ITILITE’s platform will already have information
about the hotel preferences of previous employees
of the company who have visited Mumbai, which
has already been segregated on the basis of the
Employee designation, etc. Thereby giving a final
list of only 3 personalized options, and 90% of the
people choose from among these 3 given options.
The second layer of personalisation lies in the use
of Artificial Intelligence that can understand the
behavior of employees across different categories
and predict the changes in the subsequent stays.
This layer is yet to be developed, as per Mayank.

Core Automation
In the corporate world, a complicated international
flight trip may involve a layover in tens of countries.
Booking such an itinerary involves - contacting at
least 200 airlines, figuring out appropriate timings
and lowest costs, most efficient payment gateways
to use, and since travel aggregation is a low cost
industry, the platform also needs to choose the
option which generates maximum margin. Large
amount of data in real time, in short, has to be
processed and analyzed. ITILITE’s team has
achieved 20% of the above automation and is on
the lookout of engineers across levels who can
build such a complex infrastructure.

Policy Engine
Costs can shift dramatically depending on the time
and location of travel, so implementing a flexible
and intelligent travel policy is key for reducing
travel costs.
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For example, let’s say your travel budget for an
employee is normally capped at INR 10,000. A
Mumbai-Pune trip will definitely cost less than
the capped limit, but under normal legacy travel
solutions, the employee will try to utilize the
entire amount that has been allotted. On the other
hand, let’s consider a Mumbai-Kolkata trip, which
will definitely cost more than INR 10,000. The
employee either has to enter a painful approval
process and play the waiting game or get flagged
for spending above allowance.
That’s exactly how the Policy Engine of ITILITE
works to save companies money while allowing
employees to select travel that appeals to their
preferences.
Leveraging
machine
learning
and advanced algorithms, the price policy is
automatically calculated based on real-time market
data for that specific trip. That way, the company
will save when prices drop and the employees are
saved from a major headache.

Revenue and Traction
The company now has around 70 corporate
customers, and it predominantly targets enterprises
that have an employee strength of 300+ and an
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annual spend of INR 10 Lakh+ on business travel.
A major chunk of ITILITE’s revenue comes from
SaaS subscription, and it also generates significant
revenue through commissions from hospitality and
airline companies.
The corporate travel market is predominantly
dominated by 4 major players, 2 of which are based
out of USA. The USA counterparts have raised
more than $400 Mn in funding over the years,
which clearly shows the potential of this space.
AI algorithms work to learn individual travelers’
preferences, such as whether they would rather fly
in the morning or at night, and if they’d rather stay
in a packed conference hotel or a nearby resort
down the road.
The end result is similar to how Netflix shows users
the options its systems think would appeal to them.
Overall, ITILITE with its freshly secured Series A
funding of INR 30 Cr is ready to climb the ladders
of the corporate travel market in India!
ITILITE is hiring for exciting Product Management,
Enterprise Sales and Engineering roles across
levels. Interested candidates can reach out to
Mayank at mayank@itilite.com
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Sensitel: Actionable
intelligence from IoT

-Aritra Biswas, 3rd year UG,
Mech. Engg, IIT Kharagpur

“Sensitel Inc. at Santa Clara, California is a leading provider of cloud-based integrated
sensing, monitoring, and tracking services that enable intelligent decision-making
using the internet of things and data analytics. It was found by Mr. Ray Sikka, an
alumnus of IIT Kharagpur, who currently serves as the CEO of the company as well.
We look in detail at some interesting real-world applications of IOT that Sensitel
has harnessed.”
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We have surely entered the new age of technology
in the 21st century where advancements in services
are going up and beyond. With high advancements
in computing power and new generation tools of
machine learning and artificial intelligence, a lot of
companies are able to harness the potential of data
on a magnificent level impacting everyone’s life on
a daily basis.
One of such companies that has mastered data
processing and analysis is Sensitel. The point of
leveraging the Internet of Things (IoT) and big data
technologies is ultimately to make better decisions
and deliver delightful user experiences. Sensitel,
an applications and data analytics company based
in Santa Clara, California, helps companies do just
that.
By collecting data from tiny embedded sensors, the
kind found in everything from smartphones to GPS
devices, Sensitel’s solutions allow companies to
garner insights into parts of their business that they
rarely could before. Logistics service providers, for
instance, have used Sensitel’s TrackAware solution
to track over 1,000,000 shipments and ensure ontime delivery.

Trackaware: “Tracking every move to
ensure on-time delivery”
One of Sensitel’s most impactful products is
‘TrackAware’. TrackAware is a cloud-based
tracking solution that provides end to end solution
for transportation and shipments. TrackAware’s
unique shipment arrival time tracking algorithms
accurately predict arrival times for shipments.
Facial recognition technology is used to enhance
security and authentication of delivery of highvalue goods.
Traditionally logistics, maintenance and monitoring
of shipments on a larger scale is nothing less than
a nightmare. Tracking a delivery required sorting
through piles of paperwork between back office
dispatchers, drivers, and receiving customers.
Engineers waiting to receive their packages had to
call up the dispatch looking for expected arrival
times on their parts. This manual paper-based
tracking led to inefficiencies and errors and was
unsustainable with a growing business. Client’s
volumes grew 10 times from a few thousand
packages a day to tens of thousands of packages
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across 10+ sites being delivered daily.
Business users set up a monthly review process
leveraging key performance metrics from
TrackAware. This led to increased customer
satisfaction, improvement in SLA from 70% to 98%
on-time delivery, improved scheduling of drivers,
reduced driver turnover, and improved safety.
Delivery operations are now more predictable and
reliable without increased costs. There was a 50%
reduction in the number of inquiries (email, phone,
etc.) on the status of shipments. TrackAware
tangible benefits include fast time to value, realtime visibility into issues while delivering packages,
Webbased proof of delivery, and reduced time for
pickup and delivery.

TrackAware’s use in the Logistics
sector: A case study
Since 1983, RK Group, USA has evolved from
its roots as RK Distribution Services, supporting
the manufacturing line of leading companies
such as IBM, Fujitsu, KLA-Tencor, and Lam
Research to become RK Group, on a mission to
become the first choice logistics partner of Silicon
Valley manufacturers. The company provides
warehousing and transportation services for local
delivery of high-value parts and equipment. To
keep track of product movement, drivers manually
wrote down the order and container number for
each package being delivered. Sheets of paper
collected during the day were submitted to the
back-office dispatcher at the end of each shift.
RK Group was looking for a cloud-based solution
that could scale with this business growth.
RK Group selected Sensitel TrackAware to
mobilize its delivery operations and streamline
delivery tracking. Sensitel gathered requirements
upfront from all stakeholders and designed an
integrated process and solution for time tracking
of deliveries. Web-based package tracking with
TrackAware was implemented in under four
weeks. Drivers were operational with the system
within a short one-hour training session. The
TrackAware solution generates insights for
continual performance improvement with packages
reaching their destination faster and optimizing
staffing levels of drivers. Current plans are to
link pickup schedule with the release of orders
in the warehouse. RK group is now considering
standardizing this solution across all facilities and
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multiple customers.
The TrackAware solution generates insights for
continual performance improvement with packages
reaching their destination faster and optimizing
staffing levels of drivers. Current plans are to
link pickup schedule with the release of orders
in the warehouse. RK group is now considering
standardizing this solution across all facilities
and multiple customers. Trackware has literally
revolutionized this business sector by providing
cloud-based service to track shipments from
both ends. It has also better authentication, more
efficient system in case of emergency.

Clientele and recognition:
Sensitel has a lot of major brand names on its
clientele including AT&T, Bio-Rad, Cisco, Kaiser
Permanente, Starbucks, Syngenta, RK Logistics
amongst others.
Sensitel is a winner of the Silicon Valley Wireless
Summit Competition and a member of SAP
Startup Forum. Sensitel was selected by CRN
magazine in August 2013 as the top emerging High
Tech Company to watch. Funded through private
investments, Sensitel is en route to fulfilling their
mission of gaining actionable insights from IoT.

Other products by Sensitel:
Through
cloud-based
integrated
Sensing,
Monitoring and Tracking services, Sensitel
enables Retailers, Manufacturers, Logistics service
providers, Communications service providers, and
Healthcare service providers to make intelligent
real-time decisions.
Retail chains, meanwhile, leverage Sensitel’s
Staffcaster tool to identify which parts of their
stores are most populated by shoppers (or at least
their smartphones), and then direct their staff
accordingly.
Sensitel SENS gateway leverages Apache Hadoop
and Spark to process the tsunami of data from
the Internet of Things for real-time prescriptive
analytics. Sensitel’s SENS™ links the objects of
the real world with the information world, to help
reduce operational costs, ensure consumer safety
and build trust in products. Sensitel offerings are
delivered as mobile handheld based software,
cloud-based subscription services and as business
consulting and advanced analytics services.
Sensitel provides a wide range of mobile and cloudbased services. Some of them include advanced
facial recognition via business security cameras to
use that data for deeper insights on customer base
and to monitor fraud detection. They use extensive
data for intelligent dispatching of shipments and
sensitive products. They also work on dynamic
and intelligent transportation to monitor the flow
of people, transportation, and assets to continually
reduce congestion in cities, taking us one step
closer to our ambitious concept of “smart city”.
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